Supplementary File 4: Parameter Setting for Different
Assemblers
In this supporting file, we describe our setting for various assemblers including RefShannon, Stringtie (1), Cufflinks (2), guided Trinity (3), Ryuto (4),
Strawberry (5), TransComb (6) and CLASS2 (7).
For RefShannon, the setting is described in Section 4 of S2 File.
For Stringtie, we use version 1.3.4d. There’s default and max sensitivity mode. For max sensitivity setting of StringTie, we set ”-f” as 0.0 (the
minimum isoform abundance of the predicted transcripts as a fraction of the
most abundant transcript assembled at a given locus, from StringTie Manual https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/stringtie/index.shtml?t=manual)
and ”-c” as 0.001 (the minimum read coverage allowed for the predicted
transcripts, from StringTie Manual) in order to keep as many transcripts
recovered at StringTie as possible. For StringTie, it also has another option
to use super reads (e.g. longer reads) that are generated from pair end reads
by external software MaSuRCA in order to improve transcript reconstruction. We have tried on simulated data but do not get performance gain for
StringTie. In addition, RefShannon does not require external software to
boost performance in pair end mode. Therefore, we do not include super
read mode for StringTie in our performance comparison.
For Cufflinks, we use version v2.2.1. There’s default and max sensitivity
mode. In max sensitivity setting of Cufflinks, we set ”-F” as 0.001 (the min
abundance level below which transcripts are suppressed).
For guided Trinity, we use version v2.9.1 and its default mode, as several
parameters such as min kmer cov (default 1) and genome guided min coverage
(default 1) seem to already have the smallest values for better sensitivity.
For Ryuto, we use version 1.3m and its default mode. We have tuned several parameters that could be related to sensitivity performance (min filter,
score filter, no-trimming) and the sensitivity performance remains similar.
For Strawberry, we use version 1.0.2 and also its default mode because
several sensitivity related parameters such as min-exon-cov (default 1) and
min-depth-4-transcript (default 1) look already set for better sensitivity.
For TransComb, we use version 1.0. It only supports Tophat2 alignments.
We use its default and ’-f 1’ settings, which are very close.
For CLASS2, we use version 2.1.7. we use its default setting, and ’-F 0’
setting for high sensitivity.
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